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DRAM-TYPE DEVICE WITH LOW VARIATION TRANSISTORS

PERIPHERAL CIRCUITS, AND RELATED METHODS

TECHN ICAL FIELD

The present invention relates generally to memory circuits and methods, and more particularly to memory

circuits that include dynamic random access memory (DRAM) type cells and methods of operating such memory circuits.

BACKGROUND

As integrated circuit (IC) process technology has scaled, it has become increasingly difficult to control the

variation of transistor parameters. Because of such random variations, threshold voltage variations become a limiting

factor in transistor design as process technology is scaled downward because voltage cannot be similarly scaled. In

particular, threshold voltage variations between neighboring metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors

(MOSFETs) can have significant impact on the area and performance characteristics of dynamic random access

memory (DRAM) devices. For example, threshold voltage variations between the cross-coupled p-channel MOS

(PMOS) and/or n-channel MOS (NMOS) transistors in a typical DRAM sense amplifier can lead to increased data

signal voltages on the bit lines to compensate for these variations. Other DRAM peripheral circuits can also be

affected by the threshold voltage variations.

One way of reducing variation, improving performance, and decreasing overall power requirement relies on

selective body bias control of transistors. However, there are many considerations to consider for best body bias

operation in DRAM devices. Application of any particular body bias is typically inappropriate, since different circuits

benefit from different biases, which may change with the mode of operation. For instance, some circuits benefit from

higher performance, with leakage being of relatively less importance (e.g., sense amplifiers), while leakage is critical in

others (e.g., data buffers). Additionally, some circuits may be excessively sensitive to noise produced on reverse-body

biased transistors. For example, charge pump generated biases are known to negatively impact delay line performance,

with the noise introducing a substantial jitter. This is due, in part, to the required reverse body bias (RBB) voltages

typically being beyond the power supply levels (i.e., rails) of the device. Working around this limitation is difficult, since

adding other power supplies can be prohibited by relevant industry standards, and in any case would substantially

increase required circuit layout area and the bill of materials due to extra pins and power supplies. Moreover, since the

charge pumps cannot supply RBB voltages immediately upon IC power-up (by definition they must pump sufficient

charge into the required power rails first) devices using RBB may have excessive transistor leakage during power-up and

power-on reset.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1A is a side cross sectional view showing a deeply depleted channel (DDC) transistor that can be

included in embodiments.

FIG. 1B is a flow diagram showing methods of fabricating DDC transistors that can be included in

embodiments.

FIG. 2A is a block diagram of a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) according to an embodiment.

FIG. 2B is a layout of a DRAM according to an embodiment.

FIG. 3A is a flow diagram of a method of making a DRAM according to an embodiment.



FIG. 3B is a side cross sectional view of a DRAM according to an embodiment.

FIG. 4 is a block schematic diagram of a portion of DRAM integrated circuit according to an embodiment.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a sense amplifier according to an embodiment.

FIGS. 6A and 6B are timing diagrams showing responses with sense amplifiers having low threshold

voltage (Vt) variation transistors, such as DDC transistors, as well as sense amplifiers with higher Vt variation

transistors, such as conventional MOSFETs.

FIG. 6C is a timing diagram showing how a sense amplifier can fail as its power supply decreases.

FIG. 7 is a graph showing a minimum sense amplifier supply voltage for sense amplifiers having low

threshold voltage (Vt) variation transistors, such as DDC transistors, as compared to a sense amplifier having higher

Vt variation transistors, such as conventional MOSFETs.

FIG. 8 is a graph showing how a sense amplifier with low threshold voltage (Vt) variation transistors,

such as DDC transistors, can accommodate larger bit lines than a sense amplifier having higher Vt variation

transistors, such as conventional MOSFETs.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a DRAM according to a further embodiment.

FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a body bias control circuit that can be included in embodiments.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of another body bias control circuit that can be included in embodiments.

FIG. 12A is a block diagram of a DRAM according to a further embodiment.

FIG. 12B is a timing diagram showing a dynamic body biasing operation for DDC transistors according to

an embodiment.

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a DRAM according to another embodiment.

FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a digital delay line circuit according to an embodiment.

FIG. 15 is a graph showing coarse and fine body bias tuning ranges for a digital delay line according to an

embodiment.

FIG. 16 is a graph showing coarse and fine body bias tuning ranges for a digital delay line according to

another embodiment.

FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of a tunable delay stage for a coarse delay circuit according to an

embodiment.

FIG. 18 is a block schematic diagram of a body bias drive circuit that can be included in embodiments.

FIG. 19 is a timing diagram showing sample clocks for a double data rate (DDR) DRAM.

FIG. 20 is a block schematic diagram of a DDR sample clock generator circuit according to an embodiment.

FIG. 2 1 is a block schematic diagram of a fine delay line circuit according to an embodiment.

FIGS. 22A and 22B are diagrams showing programmable delay responses for a circuit like that shown in

FIG. 2 1.

FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram of an alternative embodiment of a portion of a DRAM integrated circuit.

FIG. 24 is a waveform diagram of an embodiment of a method of using body bias in the context of multiple

threshold voltage devices.

FIG. 25 is a waveform diagram of an embodiment of a method of using body bias in the context of multiple

threshold voltage devices.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Various embodiments will now be described below with reference to a number of drawings. These

drawings depict various embodiments for the purposes of illustration only and are not intended to be limiting. One

skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following description that various embodiments of the structures and

methods illustrated herein may be employed without departing from the principles of the embodiments described

herein.

In some embodiments, transistors can be employed that have a highly doped screening region formed

below a channel, where a bias voltage can be applied to the screening region. Embodiments can also include

circuits and methods related to an improved dynamic random access memory (DRAM), where one or more of the

DRAM peripheral circuits use transistors having an enhanced body coefficient. Embodiments can also include

circuits and methods related to an improved DRAM resulting from the use of transistors that have reduced variability

of threshold voltage, and the ability to target a desired threshold voltage to obtain enhanced matching for matched

transistor pairs used in DRAM peripheral circuits. Embodiment can further include DRAM timing circuits (e.g., delay

lines, delay lock loops (DLLs), phase lock loops (PLLs)) that control timing according to biases to enhanced body

coefficient transistors. Embodiment can also include DRAM well biasing circuits for low leakage power-up and reset

operations.

FIG. 1A shows an embodiment of a deeply depleted channel (DDC) transistor 100 having an enhanced

body coefficient, along with the ability to set threshold voltage (Vt) with enhanced precision that can be included in

embodiments. The DDC transistor 100 can include a gate electrode 102, source 104, drain 106, and a gate

dielectric 128 positioned over a substantially undoped channel 110. Lightly doped source and drain extensions

(SDE) 132, positioned respectively adjacent to source 104 and drain 106, extend toward each other, setting the

transistor channel length.

In FIG. 1A, the DDC transistor 100 is shown as an N-channel transistor having a source 104 and drain 106

made of N-type dopant material, formed upon a substrate such as a P-type doped silicon substrate providing a P-

well 114 formed on a substrate 116. In addition, the N-channel DDC transistor in FIG.1A includes a highly doped

screening region 112 made of P-type dopant material, and a threshold voltage set region 111 made of P-type dopant

material. However, it will be understood that, with appropriate changes to dopant materials, a P-channel DDC

transistor can be formed.

Referring still to FIG. 1A, a DDC transistor 100 can include a gate stack 108, which can include a gate

insulator (also referred to as gate dielectric) 128 and gate electrode 102, where the gate electrode can be formed

from one layer or multiple layers. Sidewalls 130 can be formed on the sides of gate stack 108. In particular

embodiments, such sidewalls can serve as masks in the formation of the source and drain ( 104/106).

According to some embodiments, a DDC transistor 100 can have a body bias applied that can be different

from that applied to the source 104. A body bias can be a reverse body bias (RBB) or a forward body bias (FBB). In

the case of an N-channel DDC transistor a RBB can be more negative than the source voltage, while a FBB can be

more positive than the source voltage. In the case of a P-channel DDC transistor a RBB can be greater than the

source voltage, while a FBB can be less than the source voltage. In the particular embodiment shown, a body tap

126 can be included, formed of the same conductivity type as the well (P-type in the example shown) to enable the



application of a body bias. In the very particular arrangement shown in FIG. 1A, body bias source 122 (VBS) applies

a voltage that causes an FBB 124 to be applied via body tap 126. By operation of screening region 112, the effect of

such a body bias can be enhanced with respect to a conventional transistor.

FIG. 1B is a flow diagram 150 illustrating a general method for forming a DDC transistor having an

enhanced body coefficient and reduced Vt (threshold variation), in accordance with the various embodiments

described herein. The process illustrated in FIG. 1B is intended to be general and broad in its description, and more

detailed embodiments and examples are set forth below. Each block in the flow diagram is illustrated and described

in further detail below, in conjunction with the various alternatives associated with each block illustrated in FIG. 1B.

Step 152 shows well formation, which can include one or more different process steps in accordance with

different embodiments. The well formation step 152 can include the steps for forming the screening region 112, the

threshold voltage set region 111 (if present), and the substantially undoped channel 110. As indicated in 153, the

well formation 152 can be before or after STI (shallow trench isolation) formation 154.

The well formation 152 can include forming the screening region 112 by implanting dopants into the P-well 114,

followed by an epitaxial layer (EPI) pre-clean process that is followed by a blanket or selective EPI deposition.

Various alternatives for performing these steps are illustrated in FIG. 1B. In accordance with one embodiment, well

formation 152 can include a beam line implant of Ge/B (N), As (P), followed by an EPI pre-clean process, and

followed by a non-selective blanket EPI deposition, as shown in 152A.

Alternatively, the well formation 152 can include using a plasma implant of B (N), As (P), followed by an EPI

pre-clean, then a non-selective (blanket) EPI deposition, as shown in 152B. The well formation 152 can alternatively

include a solid-source diffusion of B(N), As(P), followed by an EPI pre-clean, and followed by a non-selective

(blanket) EPI deposition, as shown in 152C. As yet another alternative, well formation 152 can also include well

implants, followed by in-situ doped selective EPI of B (N), P (P) as shown in 152D. As will be described further

below, the well formation can be configured with different types of devices in mind, including DDC transistors, legacy

transistors, high VT transistors, low V T transistors, improved V T transistors, and standard or legacy V Ttransistors.

Embodiments described herein allow for any one of a number of devices configured on a common substrate with

different well structures and according to different parameters.

In step 152, Boron (B), Indium (I), or other P-type materials can be used for P-type implants, and arsenic

(As), antimony (Sb) or phosphorous (P) and other N-type materials can be used for N-type implants. In certain

embodiments, the screening region 112 can have a dopant concentration between about 5 x 1018 to 1 x 1020 dopant

atoms/cm 3, with the selected dopant concentration dependent on the desired threshold voltage as well as other

desired transistor characteristics. A germanium (Ge), carbon (C), or other dopant migration resistant layer can be

incorporated above the screening region to reduce upward migration of dopants. The dopant migration resistant

layer can be formed by way of ion implantation, in-situ doped epitaxial growth or other process. In certain

embodiments, a dopant migration resistant layer can also be incorporated to reduce downward migration of dopants.

In certain embodiments of the DDC transistor, a threshold voltage set region 111 is positioned above the

screening region 112. The threshold voltage set region 111 can be either adjacent to, incorporated within or

vertically offset from the screening region. In certain embodiments, the threshold voltage set region 111 is formed

by delta doping, controlled in-situ deposition, or atomic layer deposition. In alternative embodiments, the threshold



voltage set region 111 can be formed by way of controlled outdiffusion of dopant material from the screening region

112 into an undoped epitaxial layer, or by way of a separate implantation into the substrate following formation of the

screening region 112, before the undoped epitaxial layer is formed. Setting of the threshold voltage for the transistor

is implemented by suitably selecting dopant concentration and thickness of the threshold voltage set region 111, as

well as maintaining a separation of the threshold voltage set region 111 from the gate dielectric 128, leaving a

substantially undoped channel layer directly adjacent to the gate dielectric 128. In certain embodiments, the

threshold voltage set region 111 can have a dopant concentration between about 1 x 1018 dopant atoms/cm 3 and

about 1 x 1019 dopant atoms per cm3. In alternative embodiments, the threshold voltage set region 111 can have a

dopant concentration that is approximately less than half of the concentration of dopants in the screening region 112.

In certain embodiments, the final layer of the channel is formed above the screening region 112 and

threshold voltage set region 111 by way of a blanket or selective EPI deposition (as shown in the alternatives shown

in 152A-D), to result in a substantially undoped channel region 110 of a thickness tailored to the technical

specifications of the device. As a general matter, the thickness of the substantially undoped channel region 110

ranges from approximately 5-25nm, with the selected thickness based upon the desired threshold voltage for the

transistor. Preferably, a blanket EPI deposition step is performed after forming the screening region 112, and the

threshold voltage set region 111 is formed by controlled outdiffusion of dopants from the screening region 112 into a

portion of the blanket EPI layer, as described below. Dopant migration resistant layers of C, Ge, or the like can be

utilized as needed to prevent dopant migration from the threshold voltage set region 111 into the substantially

undoped channel region 110, or alternatively from the screening region 112 into the threshold voltage set region

111.

In addition to using dopant migration resistant layers, other techniques can be used to reduce upward

migration of dopants from the screening region 112 and the threshold voltage set region 111, including but not

limited to low temperature processing, selection or substitution of low migration dopants such as antimony or indium,

low temperature or flash annealing to reduce interstitial dopant migration, or any other technique to reduce

movement of dopant atoms can be used.

As described above, the substantially undoped channel region 110 is positioned above the threshold

voltage set region 111. Preferably, the substantially undoped channel region 110 has a dopant concentration less

than 5 x 1017 dopant atoms per cm3 adjacent or near the gate dielectric 128. In some embodiments, the substantially

undoped channel region 110 can have a dopant concentration that is specified to be approximately less than one

tenth of the dopant concentration in the screening region 112. In still other embodiments, depending on the

transistor characteristics desired, the substantially undoped channel region 110 may contain dopants so that the

dopant concentration is elevated to above 5 x 1017 dopant atoms per cm3 adjacent or near the gate dielectric 128 or

by using a very light dose of halo implants. Preferably, the substantially undoped channel region 110 remains

substantially undoped by avoiding the use of heavy halo or other channel implants.

Referring to FIG. 1B, STI formation 154, which can occur before or after well formation 152, can include a

low temperature trench sacrificial oxide (TSOX) liner, which is formed at a temperature lower than 900°C as shown

by 154A. Embodiments that form the STI structures after the blanket EPI deposition step, using a process that

remains within a low thermal budget, can reduce dopant migration from the previously formed screening region 112



and threshold voltage set region 111.

As shown in step 156 (FIG. 1B), the gate stack 108 can be formed or otherwise constructed above the

substantially undoped channel region 110 in a number of different ways, from different materials, and of different

work functions. One option is a polysilicon/silicon oxynitride (poly/SiON) gate stack 156A. Another option is a gate-

first process 156B that includes SiON/Metal/Poly and/or SiON/Poly, followed by high dielectric constant (High-

K)/Metal Gate. Another option, a gate-last process 156C includes a high-K/metal gate stack wherein the gate stack

can either be formed with "Hi-K first-Metal gate last" flow or and "Hi-K last-Metal gate last" flow. Yet another option,

156D is a metal gate that includes a tunable range of work functions depending on the device construction.

Preferably, the metal gate materials for NMOS and/or PMOS are selected to near mid-gap, to take full advantage of

the DDC transistor. However, traditional metal gate work function band-gap settings may also be used. In one

scheme, metal gate materials can be switched between NMOS and PMOS pairs as a way to attain the desired work

functions for given devices.

A gate stack may be formed or otherwise constructed above the substantially undoped channel region 110

in a number of different ways, from different materials including polysilicon and metals to form what is known as

"high-k metal gate". The metal gate process flow may be "gate 1st" or "gate last". Following formation of the gate

stack, source/drain portions may be formed. Typically, the extension portions are implanted, followed by additional

spacer formation and then implant or, alternatively, selective epitaxial deposition of deep source/drain regions.

In step 158, Source/Drain tips can be implanted. The dimensions of the tips can be varied as required, and

will depend in part on whether gate spacers (SPCR) are used. In one embodiment, Source/Drain tips are not

formed, and there may be no tip implant (as shown in step 158A).

In step 160, the source 104 and drain 106 can be formed preferably using conventional processes and

materials such as ion implantation ( 160A) and in-situ doped epitaxial deposition ( 160B). Optionally, as shown in

step 160C, PMOS or NMOS selective EPI layers can be formed in the source and drain regions as performance

enhancers for strained channels. Source 104 and drain 106 can further include raised and/or recessed

source/drains, asymmetrically doped, counter-doped or crystal structure modified source/drains, or implant doping of

source/drain extension regions according to LDD (lightly doped drain) techniques, provided that the thermal budget

for any anneal steps be within the boundaries of what is required to keep the screening region 112 and threshold

voltage set region 111 substantially intact.

In step 162, a metal gate is formed in accordance with a gate last process ( 162A). Alternatively, a gate-first

process can be used to form a metal gate.

Referring once again to FIG. 1A, the channel 110 contacts and extends between the source 104 and the

drain 106, and supports movement of mobile charge carriers between the source and the drain. In operation, when

gate electrode voltage (VG ) 118 is applied to the DDC transistor 100 at a predetermined level, a depletion region

formed in the substantially undoped channel 110 can extend to the screening region 112, since channel depletion

depth is a function of the integrated charge from dopants in the doped channel lattice, and the substantially undoped

channel 110 has very few dopants. The screening region 112, if fabricated according to specification, effectively pins

the depletion region to define the depletion zone width.

As will also be appreciated, position, concentration, and thickness of the screening region 112 are important



factors in the design of the DDC transistor. In certain embodiments, the screening region is located above the

bottom of the source and drain junctions. To dope the screening region so as to cause its peak dopant concentration

to define the edge of the depletion width when the transistor is turned on, methods such as delta doping, broad

dopant implants, or in-situ doping are preferred, since the screening region 112 should have a finite thickness to

enable the screening region 112 to adequately screen the well therebelow while avoiding creating a path for

excessive junction leakage. When transistors are configured to have such screening regions, the transistor can

simultaneously have good threshold voltage matching, high output resistance, low junction leakage, good short

channel effects, and still have an independently controllable body due to a strong body effect. In addition, multiple

DDC transistors having different threshold voltages can be easily implemented by customizing the position,

thickness, and dopant concentration of the threshold voltage set region 111 and/or the screening region 112 while at

the same time achieving a reduction in the threshold voltage variation. In one embodiment, the screening region is

positioned such that the top surface of the screening region is located approximately at a distance of Lg/1 .5 to Lg/5

below the gate (where Lg is the gate length). In one embodiment, the threshold voltage set region has a dopant

concentration that is approximately 1/1 0 of the screening region dopant concentration. In certain embodiments, the

threshold voltage set region is thin so that the combination of the threshold voltage set region and the screening

region is located approximately within a distance of Lg/1 .5 to Lg/5 below the gate.

Modifying threshold voltage by use of a threshold voltage set region 111 positioned above the screening

region 112 and below the substantially undoped channel 110 is an alternative technique to conventional threshold

voltage implants for adjusting threshold voltage. Care must be taken to prevent dopant migration into the

substantially undoped channel 110, and use of low temperature anneals and anti-migration materials such as carbon

or germanium is recommended for many applications. More information about the formation of the threshold voltage

set region 111 and the DDC transistor is found in US Patent Publication No. 201 1/0079861 A 1, published on April 7,

201 1 corresponding to Application Serial Number 12/895,785 filed September 30, 201 0, the entirety of which

disclosure is herein incorporated by reference.

Yet another technique for modifying threshold voltage relies on selection of a gate material having a

suitable work function. The gate electrode 102 can be formed from conventional materials, preferably including, but

not limited to, metals, metal alloys, metal nitrides and metal silicides, as well as laminates thereof and composites

thereof. In certain embodiments the gate electrode 102 may also be formed from polysilicon, including, for example,

highly doped polysilicon and polysilicon-germanium alloy. Metals or metal alloys may include those containing

aluminum, titanium, tantalum, or nitrides thereof, including titanium containing compounds such as titanium nitride.

Formation of the gate electrode 102 can include silicide methods, chemical vapor deposition methods and physical

vapor deposition methods, such as, but not limited to, evaporative methods and sputtering methods. Typically, the

gate electrode 102 has an overall thickness from about 1 to about 500 nanometers. In certain embodiments, metals

having a work function intermediate between band edge and mid-gap can be selected. As discussed in US Patent

Number 8,569,128, issued on October 29, 2013 corresponding to US Patent Application Serial Number 12/960,266

filed December 3, 201 0, the entirety of which disclosure is herein incorporated by reference, such metal gates

simplify swapping of PMOS and NMOS gate metals to allow a reduction in mask steps and different required metal

types for systems on a chip or other die supporting multiple transistor types.



Applied bias to the screening region 112 is yet another technique for modifying threshold voltage of the

DDC 100. The screening region 112 sets the body effect for the transistor and allows for a higher body effect than is

found in conventional FET technologies. For example, a body tap 126 to the screening region 112 of the DDC

transistor can be formed in order to provide further control of threshold voltage. The applied bias can be either

reverse or forward biased, and can result in significant changes to threshold voltage. Bias can be static or dynamic,

and can be applied to isolated transistors, or to groups of transistors that share a common well. Biasing can be static

to set threshold voltage at a fixed set point, or dynamic, to adjust to changes in transistor operating conditions or

requirements. Various suitable biasing techniques are disclosed in US Patent Number 8,273,61 7 issued September

25, 201 2, the entirety of which disclosure is herein incorporated by reference.

Advantageously, DDC transistors created in accordance with the foregoing embodiments, structures, and

processes, can have a reduced mismatch arising from scattered or random dopant variations as compared to

conventional MOS transistors. In certain embodiments, the reduced variation results from the adoption of structures

such as the screening region, the optional threshold voltage set region, and the epitaxially grown channel region. In

certain alternative embodiments, mismatch between DDC transistors can be reduced by implanting the screening

layer across multiple DDC transistors before the creation of transistor isolation structures, and forming the channel

layer as a blanket epitaxial layer that is grown before the creation of transistor epitaxial structures. In certain

embodiments, the screening region has a substantially uniform concentration of dopants in a lateral plane. The DDC

transistor can be formed using a semiconductor process having a thermal budget that allows for a reasonable

throughput while managing the diffusivities of the dopants in the channel. Further examples of transistor structure

and manufacture suitable for use in DDC transistors are disclosed in in U.S. Patent US Patent Number 8,273,61 7

issued September 25, 201 2, titled ELECTRON IC DEVICES AND SYSTEMS, AND METHODS FOR MAKING AND

USING THE SAME, by Scott E. Thompson et al., as well as US Patent Patent Number 8,530,286 issued September

10, 201 3 corresponding to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/971 ,884, filed on December 17, 201 0 titled Low

Power Semiconductor Transistor Structure and Method of Fabrication Thereof and US Patent Publication No.

201 1/0309447 A 1, published on December 22, 201 1 corresponding to U.S Patent Application Serial No. 12/971 ,955

filed on December 17, 2010 titled Transistor with Threshold Voltage Set Notch and Method of Fabrication Thereof,

the respective contents of which are incorporated by reference herein.

Embodiments of DRAM using DDC transistors to implement one or more of the DRAM peripheral circuits

can have enhanced performance characteristics as compared to DRAM using conventional MOSFETs to implement

these peripheral circuits. Some of the reasons for the enhanced performance characteristics are ( 1) DDC transistors

can have lower threshold voltage variation, i.e., lower V T,and/or (2) DDC transistors have higher and higher

body coefficient. As a result, DRAM sense amplifiers using DDC transistors can provide ( 1) reduced power supply

voltage VINT for the DRAM sense amplifiers resulting from a reduction of design margin due to the lower VT of

DDC transistors; and/or (2) reduced power consumption for the DRAM sense amplifiers and other peripheral circuits

resulting from the reduced power supply voltage.

FIG. 2A is a block diagram of a DRAM 200, according to embodiments, where the DRAM includes one or

more peripheral circuits implemented using DDC transistors. The DRAM 200 includes a DRAM array 205 that has

the DRAM cells for storing data. The DRAM 200 also includes DRAM peripheral circuits that are used to access



data stored in the DRAM array 205. In the particular embodiment shown, such DRAM peripheral circuits can

include, address input buffers 207 row and column address latches (21 0/209), row and column multiplexer/decoders

(21 5/21 1) , sense amplifiers 212, and data input/out buffers 2 13.

Typically, a DRAM can use multiplexed addressing in which row and column address components are

received on the same address pins A[0]..A[i] at different times. In a particular embodiment, in response to a falling

edge of a row address strobe (RAS*), address values present on the DRAM address pins A[0] to A[i] can be

provided to row address latches. In response to a falling edge of a column address strobe (CAS*), address values

present on the DRAM address pins A[0] to A[i] can be provided to column address latches. Typically the RAS*

signal is asserted first, to latch the row address component in the row address latch 2 10. After the row address

component has been latched, the CAS* signal is asserted to latch the column address component in the column

address latch 209.

Referring to FIG. 2A, application of the row address component can cause the retrieval of a complete row

from the DRAM array 205. Typically, it takes a predetermined duration of time for the data values stored in the row

accessed by the row address to propagate down the bit lines to the sense amplifiers 212, and for the sense amplifier

2 12 outputs to stabilize. The column address component can configure the column decoder/multiplexor 2 11 to

select the data corresponding to the DRAM address (i.e., the combination of the row and column address

component) from the row data values sensed by the sense amplifier, and the selected data can be driven on the

output pins through the DRAM in/out buffers 2 13. Typically, the column address multiplexor selects the data to be

driven on the output pins after the sense amplifier outputs have stabilized.

It is understood that any of the peripheral circuits (i.e., those outside of the DRAM array 205) can include

DDC transistors.

While FIG. 2A shows a DRAM with a multiplexed address configuration, alternate embodiments can include

other interfaces, including "pseudo-SRAM" interfaces having non-multiplexed address inputs. Further, DRAMs

according to embodiments can include background refresh operations as well as refresh operations initiated by input

signals.

FIG. 2B is a layout of a DRAM 200', in accordance with one embodiment. The DRAM can include multiple

arrays of DRAM cells (one shown as 205') extending in both horizontal and vertical directions. Typically, the DRAM

arrays 205' can be separated by strips of sense amplifiers and column muxes (21 2' and 2 11') in a first direction,

(e.g., the sense amplifiers and column muxes are along the vertical strips shown in FIG. 2B). The DRAM arrays 205'

can be separated by strips in a second direction, which can include row decoders (215') (e.g., the row decoders are

formed along the horizontal strips shown in FIG. 2B).

FIG. 3A is a flow diagram 300 illustrating a general method for forming a DRAM according to an

embodiment. Flow diagram 300 shows an arrangement in which peripheral circuits of the DRAM can use DDC

transistors having an enhanced body coefficient and reduced aVt, in accordance with the various embodiments

described herein. The flow diagram 300 provides a method for forming DDC transistors, recessed channel array

transistors (RCAT) that are used as the DRAM cell access transistors, and DRAM cell capacitors on the same silicon

substrate.

In step 305, wells can be formed with implants, which can include one or more different process steps in



accordance with different embodiments. The well formation step 305 can include the steps for forming a screening

region 112 and optional threshold voltage set region 111. In step 3 10, a blanket or selective epitaxial deposition is

performed to result in a substantially undoped channel region 110. The steps for forming the screening region 112,

the threshold voltage set region 111, and the undoped channel region 110 can be performed in accordance with the

description of the corresponding steps provided with reference to FIGS. 1A and 1B.

In step 315, shallow trench isolation (STI) regions are formed using a low temperature STI process. This

low temperature STI step can be similar to the STI formation step 154 (FIG. 1B). The STI regions electrically isolate

the active regions of the partially formed DDC transistors as well as the RCAT devices that are yet to be formed. In

step 320, a recess channel etch is performed to selectively form the recessed channel in areas of the substrate

where the RCAT devices are to be formed.

In step 325, a polysilicon layer is formed over selective areas of the substrate as part of forming gate stacks

for both the DDC transistors and the RCAT devices. The DDC transistor gate stack can be formed in a number of

different ways, from different materials, and of different work functions, as discussed with reference to step 156 (FIG.

1B). Such alternatives can include, a poly/SiON gate stack (as shown in step1 56A of FIG. 1B); a gate-first process

that includes SiON/Metal/Poly and/or SiON/Poly, followed by High-K/Metal Gate (as shown in step 156B of FIG. 1B);

a gate-last process that includes a high-K/metal gate stack wherein the gate stack can either be formed with "Hi-K

first-Metal gate last" flow or and "Hi-K last-Metal gate last" flow (as shown in step 156C of FIG. 1B); or a metal gate

that includes a tunable range of work functions depending on the device construction (as shown in step 156D of FIG.

1B).

In step 330, the source and drain regions for the DDC transistors and the RCAT devices are formed. The

source drain formation of the DDC transistors can be performed in accordance with the description for step 160 (FIG.

1B). Optionally, source/drain tip implants can be performed prior to forming the source and drain regions, as shown

in step 326.

In step 335, silicide regions can be formed over the polysilicon gate layers formed in step 325. In step 340,

a metal gate can be formed in accordance with a gate last process. Steps 335 and 340 are optional, and either one

or both may be performed for silicide or gate-last processes, respectively.

In step 345, a Metal-0 layer is formed. In step 350, capacitor contacts are formed to contact one of the

plates of the metal insulator metal (MiM) capacitors to be formed. In step 355, the MiM capacitors are formed. This

is followed by forming the Metal-O/Metal-1 contact in step 360, and forming Metal-1 layer in step 365. Optionally,

additional contacts and metal layers can also be formed if additional metal layers are to be formed above the Metal-1

layer.

FIG. 3B is a cross-sectional view of an integrated circuit 370 having a DDC transistor region 372 and a

DRAM core region 374 on a common semiconductor substrate, in accordance with one embodiment. Even though

the integrated circuit 370 shows a DRAM core having an RCAT device, other device types can be used in alternative

embodiments of the DRAM core. The integrated circuit 370 can be fabricated using the process discussed above

with reference to FIG. 3A. The DRAM core region 374 and the DDC transistor region 372 are formed on the same

semiconductor substrate 376, and are electrically separated from each other by the STI regions 380. A substantially

undoped epitaxial layer 382 extends across both the RCAT device region 374 and the DDC transistor region 372.



Typically, as discussed above, the epitaxial layer 382 is formed as a blanket epitaxial layer, after the screening

region 384 has been formed for the DDC transistor 301 . In addition, as discussed above, an optional threshold

voltage set region (not shown) can also be formed above the screening region 384. The RCAT devices include a

dielectric layer 386 that is deposited in the recessed channel, and a gate fill material 388. The gate fill material can

be any suitable material, including metal or polysilicon. In one embodiment, the RCAT devices are formed by

depositing a conformal high-k dielectric layer on the sidewalls of the recessed channel, and subsequently filling the

recessed channel with a gate metal having a predetermined work function. The gate stack 390 of the DDC transistor

can be any suitable material, including polysilicon or metal. The two RCAT devices shown are connected to the

DRAM capacitors 394 of the respective DRAM cells by forming contacts 392. The two RCAT devices are also

connected to a contact/ bit line by forming contact 396. The DRAM core device gate may also be recessed, as is

common, to limit coupling capacitances.

In some embodiments, a same body bias can be applied to common NMOS bulk region 376 as required by

the DRAM devices to meet the retention time specifications, and to raise the DDC device threshold voltage from a

base value. In addition or alternatively, such a body bias voltage can modulate a DDC transistor to operate at a

different target Vt. A DDC device threshold voltage can be adjusted to a target Vt using the techniques discussed

above including any of: the position and doping concentration of the screening region and/or the threshold voltage

set region, and the thickness of the substantially undoped channel region, targeting the work function of the device,

and applying back body bias to the transistor.

In this way, one or more peripheral circuits of a DRAM integrated circuit can include DDC transistors.

Having described a DRAM integrated circuit with peripheral circuits having DDC transistors, particular

peripheral circuit configurations will now be described.

Referring initially to FIG.4, an integrated circuit according to an embodiment is shown in a block diagram

and designated by the general reference character 400. Integrated circuit 400 is a DRAM that may include a number

of arrays of DRAM cells, including DRAM cells arranged in multiple rows and columns. For ease of discussion,

however, only two DRAM arrays 405 and 4 10 are illustrated and discussed along with the associated peripheral

circuitry 415 used to perform read and write operations. A write operation stores data in a selected DRAM cell, and

a read operation accesses data stored in a selected DRAM cell.

Each DRAM array (e.g., 405 and 4 10) includes a number of DRAM cells arranged into rows and columns.

Typically each memory cell can include one access transistor and one capacitor. One terminal of the access

transistor is connected to a bit line of the DRAM array, and the other terminal of the access transistor is connected to

a terminal of its capacitor. The gate terminal of the access transistor is connected to a word line of the DRAM array.

The access transistor thus acts as a switch that can connect the capacitor of its cell to a bit line of the DRAM array,

where the switch is turned on when the cell's word line is activated and turned off when the cell's word line is

deactivated.

The second terminal of the capacitor can be connected to a voltage source that typically supplies a voltage

of magnitude Vdd/2. The charge stored in the capacitor represents the data stored in the DRAM cell, i.e., either a

logic high or a logic low. Storing a logic Ί " can correspond to a voltage of (or about) Vdd/2 across the capacitor,

and storing a logic "0" can correspond to a voltage of (or about) -Vdd/2 across the capacitor. In alternative



embodiments, the capacitor can be connected to a voltage source of magnitude Vss or ground, and storing a logic

" 1" or "0" can correspond to storing a voltage of (or about) Vdd or of (or about) Vss across the capacitor,

respectively.

When the word line connected to a particular DRAM cell of the DRAM array is activated to select the DRAM

cell, the access transistor in the selected DRAM cell connects the capacitor in that cell to the bit line. The selected

DRAM cell can be accessed to read data stored in the cell or to write data to the cell. Reading data from the

selected DRAM cell involves the use of a sense amplifier to detect whether the voltage level stored in the selected

DRAM cell (i.e., the charge stored in the capacitor of the DRAM cell) corresponds to a logic " 1" or a logic "0".

A DRAM can be designed to have a pair of complementary bit lines corresponding to each DRAM cell.

Referring to FIG. 4 , a sense amplifier 420 can be connected between a pair of complementary bit lines 429 (DO) and

430 (DO*) that are the true and complementary bit lines, respectively, corresponding to the DRAM cell 405-0 (in array

405) and vice versa for the DRAM cell 405-1 (in array 405). One of the two DRAM arrays 405, 410 is selectively

connected to the sense amplifier 420 by signals to SELa and SELb, which are connected to transistors 425-0/1 and

425-2/3, respectively. For example, when SELa is driven high and SELb is low, transistors 425-0/1 operate in the

conductive state to connect DRAM cells in array 405 to the sense amplifier 420, and transistors 425-2/3 operate in

the non-conductive state to isolate DRAM cells in array 410 from the sense amplifier 420. Conversely, when SELb is

driven to a high level and SELa is driven to a low level, transistors 425-2/3 operate in the conductive state to connect

DRAM cells in array 4 10 to sense amplifier 420, and transistors 425-0/1 operate in the non-conductive state to

isolate DRAM cells in array 405 from sense amplifier 420.

When the DRAM cell 405-0 is selected for a read operation, the sense amplifier 420 determines the data

value stored in the cell by charge sharing between the cell storage capacitor and the capacitance of the bit line as

the word line is selected, then sensing the differential voltage between the complementary bit lines 429 (DO) and 430

(DO*). Typically, equilibration circuits such as 435-0/1 are connected between the complementary bit lines to

equilibrate the charge on the complementary bit lines at a voltage typically at or near Vdd/2 (designated as Veq in

this case) prior to the charge sharing operation. Equilibration circuit 435-0 includes first and second transistors 440-

a and 440-b. In response to control signal EQa, transistors 440-a/b can be placed into a conductive state to apply

an equilibration voltage Veq to bit lines D0/D0*. In the embodiment shown, equilibration circuit 435-0 can also

include a third transistor 440-c that is configured to short the two complementary bit lines under the control of the

equilibration control signal EQa. Therefore, when the control signal EQa is driven high, equilibration circuit 435-0

connects the bit line 429 (DO) to the bit line 430 (DO*), effectively shorting the two complementary bit lines, and

connects the complementary bit lines to the equilibration voltage Veq. Equilibration circuit 435-1 has corresponding

transistors 445-a, 445-b, and 445-c that are connected to equilibration control signal EQb. When the control signal

EQb is driven to a logic high voltage level, equilibration circuit 440-0 connects the bit line D 1 to the bit line D 1* ,

effectively shorting the two complementary bit lines, and also connects these complementary bit lines to the

equilibration voltage Veq. Typically the equilibration voltage Veq is set at or near Vdd/2. Equilibration circuits 435-0

and 435-1 are respectively used to equilibrate the complementary bit lines when the DRAM array 405 and 410 are

accessed.

The equilibration signals of the DRAM (e.g., EQa, EQb) are typically held in the "on" state when the bit line



is not being accessed, then driven to a low voltage level at the beginning of the access operation to that bit line .

After this equilibration operation, the word lines corresponding to the selected DRAM cells that are to be accessed

are activated. Once sufficient time has been allowed to fully charge share between the bit cell storage capacitor and

the bit line, the sense amplifier is enabled to drive the bit lines from the small differential state caused by the charge

sharing to full rail (Vdd and Vss) levels in the same direction. For example, referring to FIG. 4 , after activation of the

word line WO, when the sense amplifier 420 has sensed the differential voltage between the complementary bit lines

429 (DO) and 430 (DO*), a signal representing the charge stored in the selected DRAM cell capacitor is output on the

pair of complementary input/output lines I/O and I/O*. In particular, a column select signal CSEL is applied to

transistors 426-0 and 426-1 to connect the complementary bit lines 429 (DO) and 430 (DO*) to the respective

complementary input/output lines (via column select transistors 425-0/1 ) after the sense amplifier has completed

sensing the differential voltage.

FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment of a sense amplifier 500 like that shown as 420 in FIG. 4 . The sense

amplifier 500 includes a P-type section 505 and an N-type section 5 10, which work together to sense the differential

voltage between the complementary nodes SAINT and SAINT* (which can be connected to complementary bit lines)

and drive nodes to (or toward) Vdd and Vss in accordance with the charge stored in the capacitor of the selected

DRAM cell connected to one of the bit lines. The N-type section 5 10 can include cross-coupled NMOS transistors

525 and 530 that drive the node (SAINT or SAINT*) having a lower voltage (of the two complementary bit lines DO

and DO*) to (or toward) Vss. The P-type section 505 can include cross-coupled PMOS transistors 5 15 and 520 that

drive the bit line having a higher voltage to (or toward) Vdd. An N-type section common node NLAT* is connected to

the sources of the two cross-coupled NMOS transistors 525, 530. The P-type section common node ACT is

connected to the sources of the two cross-coupled PMOS transistors 515, 520.

In operation, initially, after the equilibration signal has been deasserted and before the word line has been

activated, the sense amplifier internal nodes SAINT and SAINT* can be initially at (or about) Vdd/2 (as a result of the

equilibration), NLAT* and ACT are also equilibrated to Vdd/2,. Therefore, the n-channel transistors within N-type

section 5 10 can be in a non-conductive state because their gate-to-source potential (Vgs) is zero, and the p-channel

transistors within P-type section 505 can be in a non-conductive state, because their Vgs is is also zero. After the

word line is activated, a signal voltage develops between SAINT and SAINT*, where the voltage on one of these

nodes is driven to a level that is either higher or lower than Vdd/2 in accordance with the charge stored in the

accessed DRAM cell. For example, if a logic Ί " is stored in the selected DRAM cell, SAINT can rise to a voltage

higher than Vdd/2, and if a logic Ό " is stored in the selected DRAM cell, SAINT can fall to a voltage lower than

Vdd/2.

The N-type section 5 10 and the P-type section 505 can be activated (i.e., fired) and the sensing operation

can be started by driving the voltage at NLAT* toward Vss, and the voltage at ACT toward Vdd. As the voltage

between NLAT* and the complementary nodes SAINT, SAINT* approaches the threshold voltage of the NMOS

transistors 525, 530, the NMOS transistor having a gate connected to the bit line having the higher voltage can begin

to conduct, and therefore, start discharging its corresponding node (SAINT or SAINT*) and bit line towards the

voltage at NLAT*. As the NLAT* node voltage reaches Vss, the bit line having the lower voltage is also discharged

to Vss. The other NMOS transistor does not conduct during this time interval because its gate terminal is connected



to the node (SAINT* or SAINT) having the lower voltage, which is discharging towards Vss.

The P-type section 505 can be fired by driving the voltage at node ACT towards Vdd. In some

embodiments, at this time one node (SAINT or SAINT*) is being driven towards Vss by the N-type section 5 10. The

PMOS transistor (51 5 or 520) having its gate connected to the node having the lower voltage is driven into the

conductive state. As a result, the bit line having the higher voltage can charge towards the voltage on node ACT,

and ultimately can reach Vdd as the voltage on the ACT node reaches Vdd.

During a sense operation, nodes SAINT and SAINT* can remain connected to their respective bit lines.

Further, the access transistor of the selected DRAM cell can remain in a conductive state. Thus, the capacitor of the

DRAM cell can be charged toward Vdd or discharged toward Vss according to its previously stored data. That is, the

data value of the DRAM cell is refreshed.

In some embodiments, the N-type section 510 and P-type section 505 can be fired simultaneously.

However, in an alternative embodiment, the N-type section and P-type section can be fired sequentially, where the

N-type section 510 is fired first by driving the NLAT* node towards Vss. The P-type section 505 can then be fired

shortly after by driving the ACT node towards Vdd.

According to embodiments, DRAM sense amplifiers, including any of those shown in FIGS. 4 or 5, can use

DDC transistors having enhanced performance characteristics as compared to those using conventional MOSFETs.

Typically, one DRAM sense amplifier can be connected to multiple DRAM cells.

This can result in low voltage level swings on a bit line during the sensing operation because the significant

capacitive loading of the bit line reduces the magnitude of the voltage level swing on the bit line when a selected

DRAM cell is connected to the bit line. Therefore, a DRAM sense amplifier is designed to accurately sense this

reduced voltage differential across its connected bit lines.

Conventionally, due to the presence of threshold voltage variations of transistors within the sense amplifier,

a bit line high voltage level (VBLH), the level at which a high logic value is sensed, is typically set with some margin

to account for possible errors introduced by threshold mismatch. Note that the mismatch can be modeled as an error

voltage superimposed between SAINT and SAINT*.

On the other hand, according to embodiments, a DRAM sense amplifier can use comparably sized DDC

transistors to sense selected DRAM cells. In such embodiments, due to lower threshold voltage variation, there can

be reduced error voltage on a bit line. Consequently, sense amplifiers according to embodiments can operate at

lower VBLH levels than conventional sense amplifiers. Lower VBLH levels can result in lower sensing times and

thus reductions in power consumption and/or faster access speeds.

As was noted previously, a DRAM cell read operation can refresh the data present in the cell. Due to

charge leakage from DRAM cell capacitors, data stored in the DRAM cell must be refreshed periodically to restore

the storage level of the DRAM cell. The time elapsed from the time that data is stored in a DRAM cell to the time

that the data is on the threshold of being corrupted due to charge leakage is referred to as the data retention time of

the DRAM. The longer the data retention time, the less frequently the DRAM cell needs to be refreshed. Each

refresh operation for the DRAM consumes power. Therefore, the longer the data retention time, the lower the

refresh power consumption of the DRAM. Reduced refresh power is particularly advantageous during a standby

mode of the DRAM, when the data stored in the DRAM is not being accessed, because refresh power consumption



is a substantial portion of DRAM power consumption in standby mode. Thus, reduced refresh power consumption

can be advantageously used in low power applications, such as cell phones or mobile products, where a substantial

portion of the DRAM power consumption is the refresh power consumption.

According to embodiments, DRAM sense amplifiers implementing DDC transistors can extend the DRAM

refresh interval, because the reduced threshold voltage variation of tDDC transistors can provide sense amplifiers

having an enhanced sensitivity, i.e., sense amplifiers that can accurately sense the bit line voltage at a VBLH that is

lower than a conventional sense amplifier. A reduction in threshold variation for DDC transistors used in the sense

amplifier can provide a corresponding increase in the DRAM refresh timing interval.. This reduces the power

requirement for the integrated circuit or increases the performance for a given power, since refresh operations are a

significant power factor in DRAM and enhances performance and there is more time for read/write operations

instead of refresh. Sense amplifiers with reduced VBLH, according to embodiments, can be advantageously used to

reduce area in a DRAM over a conventional DRAM architecture. According to an embodiment, DRAM sense

amplifiers using DDC transistors can be connected to a larger number of DRAM cells (as compared to a sense

amplifier with conventional transistors) by a wiring (i.e., bit line) since these sense amplifiers can operate with a

lower VBLH. Therefore, the DRAM can be implemented using a reduced number of sense amplifiers resulting in

reduced area. In addition or alternatively, the size of the matching transistors in the sense amplifiers can also be

reduced as a result of the reduced threshold voltage variation of DDC transistors. This can provide additional area

reduction for a DRAM that uses sense amplifier implemented using DDC transistors as compared with a DRAM

fabricated with conventional transistors of comparable size for the same process node.

FIG. 6A shows voltage waveforms at the sense amplifier internal nodes in the presence of threshold voltage

variations, when the threshold voltage variations (as measured by VT or transistor matching coefficient, AVT) are in

predetermined range such that the sense amplifier read operations do not fail. The voltage waveforms are obtained

from Monte Carlo simulations performed for the sense amplifier using DDC NMOS and DDC PMOS transistors. The

sense amplifier read operation is determined to have failed if the sense amplifier reads a value that is opposite the

value of the data stored in the DRAM cell connected to the sense amplifier, or the sense amplifier fails to amplify the

bit lines to the full voltage values within a predetermined target time interval.

The voltage waveforms in FIG. 6A show the results obtained from 4096 Monte Carlo simulations, where at

time t 1 a write operation is initiated with the sense amplifier internal node SAINT driven to a high voltage level

(corresponding to a logic value of " 1 "), and the sense amplifier opposite (i.e. complementary) internal node SAINT* is

driven to a low voltage level. During the write operation, the word line is activated, and therefore, the DRAM cell

capacitor connected to the SAINT node is charged to a high voltage level, i.e., a logic value of Ί " is written into the

DRAM cell corresponding to the activated word line.

At time t2, a read operation is initiated by first performing an equilibration operation. During the

equilibration operation, using FIG. 5 as but one example, the sense amplifier internal nodes SAINT and SAINT* are

both driven to mid-level, i.e., Vdd/2, and sensing operation can be disabled by driving node ACT and NLAT* towards

the mid-level. The word line coupling the sense amplifier to the corresponding DRAM cell is not asserted during this

time so the sense amplifier is isolated from the bit line and the DRAM cell.

At time t3, a sense operation is started by activating the word line. Activating the word line connects the



DRAM cell capacitor to the bit line, and resulting charge sharing between the DRAM cell capacitor and the bit line to

create a difference in voltages between the bit line pair based on a stored data value (i.e., the bit lines start to "split").

This voltage is reflected at the nodes SAINT or SAINT* of the sense amplifier.

At time t4, the sense amplifier can fire, driving the bit lines apart in the direction of the split. Thus, the bit

line pair can be driven to (or toward) opposite driving limits of the sense amplifier (i.e., Vdd and Vss).

FIG. 6B shows voltage waveforms at the sense amplifier internal nodes in the presence of threshold voltage

variations, such as those that can occur with the use of conventional transistors. Due to such threshold variations,

sense amplifier read operations can start to fail. The voltage waveforms are obtained from Monte Carlo simulations

performed for the same sense amplifier as in FIG. 6A, except for the higher values of VT (and AVT). The voltage

waveforms in FIG. 6B show the results obtained from 4096 Monte Carlo simulations, where the operations

performed at times t 1 , t2, t3, and t4, are the same as the operations performed at the corresponding times in FIG.

6A. As noted by the responses labeled "Wrong Direction" 661 in FIG. 6B, the sense amplifier read operation starts

failing in the presence of the high threshold voltage variation as the sense amplifier internal nodes SAINT and

SAINT* are driven in the wrong direction and the sense amplifier reads a value that is opposite the value of the data

stored in the DRAM cell.

FIG. 6C shows voltage waveforms at the sense amplifier internal nodes in the presence of threshold

voltage variations as a power supply voltage Vdd is reduced. The voltage waveforms are obtained from Monte Carlo

simulations performed for the same sense amplifier as in FIG. 6A, where a sequence of write and read operations

(similar to the operations described in FIG. 6A) are performed consisting of a write operation that writes a logic "1"

level to the DRAM cell and a subsequent read operation that senses the data stored in the DRAM cell, followed by a

write operation that writes a logic "0" level to the DRAM cell and a subsequent read operation that senses the data

stored in the DRAM cell . These alternate write and read operations continue as the value of Vdd is reduced. The top

waveform shows one sense amplifier node (e.g., SAINT), while the other waveform shows the opposite sense

amplifier node (e.g., SAINT*). The top waveform shows region "Passing" 663 and "Failing" 665. Region "Passing"

663 represents sense amplifier operations that correctly sense a stored data value. Region "Failing" 665 shows

where sense amplifier operations fail, with nodes (SAINT and SAINT* ) switching to value opposite to that stored in a

DRAM cell. The bottom waveform shows how Vdd is reduced 669.

From FIG. 6C it can be understood that as variation in threshold voltage is increased, a "Failing" region 665

will start at a higher Vdd. Consequently, inclusion of low threshold voltage variation DDC transistors may enable

sense amplifiers to operate at lower power supply voltages than those with conventional transistors.

FIG. 7 shows sense amplifier simulation results reflecting the relationship shown in FIG. 6C for minimum

power supply voltages (VDDmin) for sense amplifier circuits versus their transistor size (Device width). FIG. 7

includes three sets of results: "Baseline AVT" (771) corresponding to sense amplifiers with transistors having

conventional AVTs, "DDC (67%)" (773) corresponding to a sense amplifiers with transistors having AVTs that are

67% of that of the Baseline AVT, and "DDC (50%)" (775) corresponding to a sense amplifiers with transistors having

AVTs that are 50% of that of the Baseline AVT. The value of VDDmin shown in FIG. 7 is obtained from Monte Carlo

simulations similar to that described with reference to FIG. 6C. It is noted from the figure that lower AVT can result

in a reduced VDDmin of at least 25% or more as compared with the baseline. Further, FIG. 7 shows how DDC



based sense amplifiers can operate within VDDmin values well within expected standards for DRAM integrated

circuits, such as 1.05 V for the DDR4 SDRAM standard.

As noted previously, inclusion of DDC transistors within sense amplifiers can enable a same sense

amplifier to service a greater load capacitance (i.e., longer bit line) than a conventional DRAM. Such a capability is

represented by FIG. 8.

FIG. 8 shows simulation results like those of FIG. 7, plotting VDDmin values versus transistor size including

a "Baseline AVT" (871 ) and a "DDC (50% AVT)" (875) waveform. It is understood that these results correspond to

sense amplifiers driving a first bit line capacitance. However, FIG. 8 further includes a waveform "DDC (50% AVT)

2X BL" waveform corresponding to a sense amplifier driving at twice the bit line capacitance as that of the "DDC

(50% AVT)" 875 results. The values of VDDmin shown in the figure are obtained from Monte Carlo simulations

similar to that described with reference to FIGS. 6C and 7. It can be observed from these curves that the sense

amplifier using 50% lower AVT transistors can accurately sense the voltage levels on a bit line that is connected to a

greater number of DRAM cells, as represented by the VDDmin curve for a bit line having twice the capacitance.

Typically, for every 10% reduction in AVT, the sense amplifier can accurately sense the voltage levels on a bit line

that is connected to 5-20% more DRAM cells (i.e., a 5-20% increase in bit line length).

In still other embodiments, as seen with respect to FIG. 9, DRAM circuits according to embodiments can

include body biasing of DDC transistors within peripheral circuits.

FIG. 9 shows a DRAM 900 having a global positive charge pump 961 and a global negative charge pump

975 that can apply body bias voltages to a DRAM array 905 and peripheral circuits 9 15. DRAM array 905 can

include a number of DRAM memory cells (one shown as 905-0) connected to word lines (one shown as WL) as well

as a word line low voltage regulator 967. A word line low voltage regulator 967 can receive a low charge pump

voltage VPmpLO from global negative charge pump 975, and regulate it to provide a regulated low voltage to word

line driver 965.

Peripheral circuits 9 15 can include word line drivers (one shown as 965), level shifter (one shown as 963),

decoder 968, peripheral high voltage regulator 971 , peripheral low voltage regulator 973, and peripheral circuits 977.

A word line driver 965 can drive a word line (WL) to thereby access a memory cell 905-0. A level shifter 963 can

shift a select signal from decoder 968, to provide a drive signal to word line driver 965. A decoder 968 can be a

word line decoder that selects a word line to be driven based on address information (i.e., access or refresh

operation). A peripheral high voltage regulator 971 can receive voltage VPmpH I from global positive charge pump

961 , and regulate such a voltage to provide a body bias voltage to p-channel devices within peripheral circuits 9 15,

where such p-channel devices can be DDC transistors. Similarly, a peripheral low voltage regulator 973 can receive

voltage VPmpLO from global negative charge pump 975, and regulate such a voltage to provide a body bias voltage

to n-channel devices within peripheral circuits 9 15, where such n-channel devices can be DDC transistors. It is

understood that such voltage regulation can include static and/or dynamic control of body bias levels. Peripheral

circuit 977 can be any peripheral circuit of a DRAM integrated circuit.

Optionally, a DRAM 900 can include a word line high voltage regulator 979 and/or access transistor body

bias regulator 981 . A word line high voltage regulator 979 can receive a high charge pump voltage VPmpH I from

global positive charge pump 961 , and regulate it to provide a regulated high voltage to word line driver 965. Access



transistor body bias regulator 981 can receive a low charge pump voltage VPmpLO from global negative charge

pump 975, and regulate it to provide a body bias voltage to access transistors within memory cells 905-0 of DRAM

array 905.

In the embodiment of FIG. 9, a DRAM 900 can include array body bias voltages and word line (WL)

voltages that are both derived from the same charge pump voltage. In particular, global positive charge pump 961

can generate a bias supply voltage VPmPHI, which can be used by word line high voltage regulator 979 to generate

a high word line voltage, as well as peripheral high voltage regulator 971 to generate a p-channel body bias voltage

for DDC p-channel devices within peripheral circuits 977. In other embodiments, charge pump voltages (e.g.,

VPmpH I, VPmpLO) can be used to generate body bias voltages for various other circuits in the DRAM array 905 and

periphery (including decoders, which reside in both the periphery and partially in the arrays). VPmpH I may be

externally supplied, either external to the block or may be external to the integrated circuit die.

In the embodiment of FIG. 9, DRAM circuits can support reverse body bias for low leakage, which can be

critical to meet power requirements in many products. However, since DRAMs already use a positive charge pump

for the high WL voltage (which is typically beyond the single power rail, e.g., 2V vs. VDD = 1.2 V for a DRAM

operating according to a DDR3 or similar standard), it is desirable to not add more charge pumps. Since the body

bias needed to alter performance of DDC transistors is more modest than that of many conventional transistors (e.g.,

on the order of between about 0 and 0.6V beyond the rail), a same charge pump used to generate a high WL voltage

can also be used to generate PMOS reverse body biases with reasonable efficiency.

Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 9, a global positive charge pump 961 can serve as a source for a high drive

voltage of word line driver 965, and at the same time, provide a source voltage to peripheral high voltage regulator

971 , to derive a p-channel body bias voltage (VBBP).

While embodiments that include DDC transistor body bias circuits can provide for discrete applied body

bias, for instance, at test, or may include dynamic control of DRAM body bias voltages based on mode of operation.

For instance, during a power up of a DRAM integrated circuit, charge pumps may not initially be fully functional, or

may not generate an adequate charge pump voltage. According to embodiments, body bias voltages, derived from

charge pump voltages during standard operations, can be clamped to a power supply level (i.e., rails) during an

initial power up period. Once charge pump operations are stabilized, such body bias voltages can be connected to

charge pump outputs. In particular embodiments, such operations can ensure wells are not forward biased on

power-up.

FIG. 10 is a block schematic diagram of a body bias control circuit 1071 for p-channel transistors according

to an embodiment. Such a circuit can serve as, or be included in, a peripheral high voltage regulator circuit, such as

that shown as 971 in FIG. 9. Body bias control circuit 1071 can include local body bias circuits 1081 and a collapse

circuit 1089. A local body bias circuit 1081 can be a regulator circuit connected to a reference voltage (Vref) on

reference line 1083, a global charge pump voltage (Vglobal) (which can correspond to VPmpHI, in some

embodiments) on global supply line 1085, and a p-channel body bias voltage (VBBP) on body bias line 1087. In

operation, local body bias circuit 1081 can establish a value of VBBP based on Vref, using Vglobal as a voltage

source.

A reference voltage (Vref) carried on a reference line 1083 can be for transistors of one section, or multiple



sections of DRAM peripheral circuits. As noted above, a reference voltage (Vref) can establish a body bias voltage

VBBP for p-channel devices. In the very particular embodiment shown, a reference voltage Vref can be less than a

global body bias voltage Vglobal.

A collapse circuit 1089 can ensure that body bias of p-channel devices are connected to a power supply

level VDD (on power supply line 1093) upon power up. A signal Coll_EN can enable collapse circuit 1089.

Accordingly, during an initial part of power on, Coll_EN can be active, connecting VBBP (1087) to VDD ( 1093).

Once charge pump circuits are able to provide stable voltage, Coll_EN can be de-activated, allowing a body bias

voltage VBBP to be established with local body bias circuit 1081 .

FIG. 11 shows a body bias control circuit 117 1 for p-channel transistors according to another embodiment.

The circuit of FIG. 11 can be one very particular implementation of that shown in FIG. 10. Like sections are referred

to with the same reference characters but with the first digits being " 1 1" instead of "10".

In FIG. 11, a local body bias circuit 118 1 can be a low dropout regulator (LDO) type circuit, and can include

an amplifier 1138 and a bias device 1136. An amplifier 1138 can have a (-) input connected to receive reference

voltage (Vref), a (+) input connected to receive the generated body bias voltage VBBP (i.e., a feedback value), and

an output that drives the bias device 1136. A bias device 1136 can be a p-channel transistor having source and body

connected to receive a global body bias value (Vglobal), a gate coupled to the output of amplifier 1138, and a drain

connected to provide the body bias voltage (VBBP) on body bias line 1187 (i.e., the drain is connected to one or

more wells or other active regions containing p-channel transistors). A global body bias voltage (Vglobal) can be

provided on a global body bias network 1183, which can provide such a value to multiple different blocks. In

particular embodiments, a bias device 1136 can be a high voltage transistor (i.e., a transistor designed to withstand

higher voltage levels than other transistors of the IC device, such as a thicker gate insulator, for example).

According to a difference between Vref and VBBP, amplifier 1138 can drive bias device 1136 to raise or

lower VBBP with respect to Vglobal. In particular, as VBBP falls below Vref, amplifier 1138 will increase the

conductivity of bias device 1136 until VBBP reaches a desired level.

A collapse circuit 1189 can include a collapse device 1140. A collapse device 1140 can drive VBBP to a

power supply level VDD in response to signal Coll_EN. A power supply (VDD) level can be lower than VBBP during

normal operations.

To avoid large current draw through device 1136 (a contention state) the body bias control circuit may have

a disable asserted when Coll_EN is asserted.

It is understood that while the above embodiments show p-channel biasing circuits, alternate embodiments

can include n-channel biasing circuits.

In this way, peripheral circuits of DRAM can have transistors, such as DDC transistor having body bias

voltages that can be clamped to a power supply level during an initial power on period.

As noted above, embodiments include DRAM peripheral circuits with DDC transistors that can have

dynamic body biasing. FIG. 12A and 12B show such dynamic body biasing according to a very particular

embodiment.

FIG. 12A is a block diagram of a DRAM integrated circuit 1200 according to an embodiment. A DRAM

integrated circuit1200 can include one or more DRAM arrays 1205, one or more peripheral circuits 1215-0 to 12 15-3,



and a dynamic bias control circuit 1291. In the particular embodiment shown, peripheral circuits can include a sense

amplifier circuit 1215-0, a write driver circuit 1215-2, a signal propagation path 1215-3, and optionally, a secondary

sense amplifier circuit 1215-1. Each peripheral circuit (1215-0 to 1215-3) can receive one or more body bias

voltages (VBB1 to VBB4). Such body bias voltages can have the same or different levels, and can be for n-channel

transistor bodies and/or p-channel transistor bodies. Within each peripheral circuit (1215-0 to 1215-3) the received

body bias voltage(s) (VBB1 to VBB4) can be applied to the bodies of DDC transistors.

Sense amplifier circuits 1215-0 can include any suitable sense circuit for sensing a DRAM cell data value,

including those shown herein, and equivalents. Write driver circuits 1215-2 can drive data values in response to

received read data. Write driver circuits 1215-2 can include any suitable write driver circuits. It is understood that

write drivers 1215-2 can drive data through column decoder/MUX circuits (not shown). A secondary sense amplifier

circuit 1215-1 can drive input/output lines according to data values sensed by sense amplifier circuits 1215-0. A

signal propagation path 1215-3 can propagate a signal from one area of DRAM integrated circuit 1200 to another

area, from an input to an area of DRAM integrated circuit 1200, or from an area of DRAM integrated circuit 1200 to

an output.

Bias control circuit 1291 can dynamically vary any or all body bias voltages (VBB1 to VBB4) in response to

indications (IND). Indications (IND) can include, but are not limited to: modes of operation, configuration values,

operating conditions (e.g., power supply voltages, temperatures), or process variations. Body bias voltages can be

varied to increase speed (e.g., lower threshold voltages) or decrease leakage (e.g., increase threshold voltages).

FIG. 12B shows a dynamic body bias control operation according to one very particular embodiment. FIG.

12B is a timing diagram showing an indication (IND), an n-channel body bias VBBN, and a p-channel body bias

VBBP. FIG. 12B shows an operation in which forward body bias voltages are provided, to increase transistor speed,

for example.

At time tO, in response to an indication, a body bias control circuit can begin varying body bias values

(VBBN and VBBP). In the embodiment shown, an n-channel body bias voltage (VBBN) can be driven above a low

power supply level (VSS) while p-channel body bias voltage (VBBP) can be driven below a high power supply

voltage (VDD). In one very particular embodiment, body bias voltages (VBBN, VBBP) can provide forward body bias

voltages for a sense amplifier in response to an expected access operation (i.e., bank select signal, or refresh

indication).

At time t 1 , in response to the indication, body bias voltages can return to previous levels.

In alternative embodiments, in response to an indication, a body bias voltage can be driven to a reverse

body bias and/or clamped to a power supply level in response to an indication.

Body biasing of DDC transistors can be applied to various circuits including peripheral DRAM circuits.

According to some embodiments, such peripheral circuits can include timing circuits, such as delay locked loops,

digital delay lines, and phase locked loops. The strong body coefficient of DDC transistors can enable very high

resolution and simple digital delay lines that can be used in DRAM clock/data recovery circuits.

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a DRAM 1300 according to an embodiment. A DRAM 1300 can include

sections like those of FIG. 2A, and such like sections are referred to with the same reference character but with the

leading digits being "13" instead of "2".



FIG. 13 differs from FIG. 2A in that it includes a digital delay line circuit 1331 that can delay a clock signal

(CLK) according to clock control values CLK_CTRL to generate various timing signals for the DRAM 1300. In the

embodiment shown, timing signals include a data strobe signal (Data Strobe) and one or more other clock signals

(CLK_Other). A digital delay line circuit 1331 can include DDC transistors. In some embodiments, such transistors,

due to low threshold variation, can provide accurate delay stages. In addition or alternatively, due to the increased

body coefficient, DDC transistors can enable a wider adjustment of delays by varying a body bias voltage.

FIG. 14 shows a digital delay line circuit 1400 according to one embodiment. A digital delay line circuit

1400 can provide coarse delay settings, in combination with fine delay settings, to set the delay of a signal CLK to

generate a signal CLKOUT. A digital delay line circuit 1400 can include a coarse section 1443 and a fine section

1445. A coarse section 1443 can include a number of stages that can be separately enabled to establish a coarse

delay. In the particular embodiment shown, a coarse section 1443 can include a series of non-inverting multiplexers

(one shown as 1447). In some embodiments, transistors of a coarse section 1443 may not include any body bias.

For other implementations, particularly for embodiments lacking a triple well and wherein body bias is used, a p-

channel body bias is omitted, or a p-channel forward body bias can be applied to improve speed performance. The

clock input point chooses the start of the line (and hence its length and delay). A clock input point can be

determined by a coarse delay control circuit 1449.

A fine section 1445 can rely on body biasing of transistors, such as DDC transistors, to enable finer

adjustments to a delay than those achievable with coarse section 1443. In the particular embodiment shown, a fine

section 1445 can include a set of delay inverters (one shown as 1451 ) arranged in series, that are periodically

tapped via tap inverters (one shown as 1453). Any of tap inverters 1453 can be selected with delay select MUX

1455, to arrive at a final delay (CLKOUT). A body bias of delay inverters 1451 can be varied by operation of fine

delay control 1459, to arrive at desired fine delay increments.

According to embodiments, a length of a fine delay chain 1457 can be chosen to center a fine delay so that

with a mid-range p-channel body bias voltage (set by the output of the fine delay control 1459), a delay can be in the

middle of coarse delay step. In some embodiments, a fine delay control 1459 can include a digital-to-analog

converter (DAC) that drives a p-channel body bias of devices within the fine delay chain 1457. One particular tuning

configuration is shown in FIG. 15.

FIG. 15 is a graph showing fine delay settings (vertical axis) with reference to coarse delay settings (bottom

horizontal axis). A final delay, in picoseconds, is shown by a top horizontal axis. By adjusting a body bias of devices

within inverter chain 1457 (e.g., p-channel body bias voltage) a fine delay can be adjusted down and up, such that a

step to the next coarse delay can be made with minimum jitter put onto the output clock.

Referring back to FIG. 14, the step magnitude of the coarse delay can be set by the location of the clock

input in coarse section 1443, while the step magnitude of the fine delay can be tuned by changing the length of the

fine delay inverter chain via the multiplexer 1455. Ideally, the fine tuning range can span at least one coarse tuning

delay range, including variation due to process corners and random variation across all temperatures. A broad fine

tuning delay range is of particular use with devices that minimize process corner variation, usually achieved by

lengthening the devices. However, increasing transistor length can increase a delay. A broader fine tuning delay

range can be achieved using DDC transistors instead, to avoid a delay increase from otherwise longer transistors.



DDC transistors, particularly with body biasing for corner pull-in can provide fine delay increments falling within a

desired delay range.

In very particular embodiments, a digital delay line circuit according to embodiments can be used for data

recovery and transmission on a double data rate (DDR) (or wide-IO) channels. It is understood that the coarse and

fine delay approaches, as described herein, can be used on other timing circuits including stages, such as ring

oscillators used in phase locked loops.

FIG. 16 shows delay adjustment according to another embodiment. A course delay is shown on a Y-axis

(coarse delay provided by one coarse delay stage) versus a fine delay shown on an X-axis. According to some

embodiments, a coarse delay can be an even increment of fine delays. In the particular embodiment shown, at - 10

fine delays, a fine adjustment can go back to 0, while the number of coarse delays can be incremented. Use of DDC

transistors can enable such granularity in fine delays, due to the reductions in random variations of the devices.

However, due to variations in process, coarse and fine delays may vary (i.e., stages may have longer

delays at slow process "corners" and shorter delays at fast process corners). According to embodiments,

adjustments can be made to ensure coarse delays correspond to predetermined numbers of fine delays.

FIG. 17 shows a coarse delay stage 1700 having a delay adjustment according to one particular

embodiment. A coarse delay stage 1700 can include a MUX section 1721 and a driver section 1723. An amount of

p-channel body bias (in particular embodiments, a forward body bias) can be adjusted to alter the delay of the

coarse delay line until it is at the target delay per stage (i.e., a set number of fine delays). As shown, the PMOS

speed can be adjusted (we assume here that the NMOS is in the substrate and does not have triple well) to

compensate for the NMOS and PMOS as-fabricated process corners to give the desired target delay. In some

embodiments, a p-channel body bias can be a forward body bias that ranges from VDD (no forward body bias) to up

to about 0.5V below VDD (full forward body bias). Such a range of body biases can enable an overall delay of a

stage 1700 to hit the target per-stage delay.

In addition or alternatively, a fine delay range/length can be tuned to match the coarse delay, as fabricated.

This can include changing the number of DAC counts positive or negative, or changing the calibration point where

the fine delay DAC ends to match the coarse delay. It is noted that whether the coarse delay is calibrated or not,

matching the fine delay range to the coarse delay per stage is desirable. This can be accomplished by setting the

delta delay between the fine delay zero body bias case and the fine delay maximum forward body bias case (i.e., the

full range of the fine delay line) to match the coarse single-stage delay (whether the coarse delay is calibrated first or

not).

In some embodiments, it may be useful to have a relatively fast response speed in a body bias node.

Accordingly, some embodiments can include a body bias node driver circuit 1800, like that shown in FIG. 18. In

such an arrangement, a DAC circuit 1825 may not have an output directly connected to a body bias node (VBBP),

but can include an analog buffer 1827. In some embodiments, existing circuit design IP can be incorporated into a

DRAM integrated circuit to implement a DAC and analog buffer.

While embodiments can include digital delay lines for implementing various signals within a DRAM

integrated circuit, in particular embodiments, digital delay lines as described herein can be used to generate a

sample clock for double data rate (DDR) DRAM. A DDR timing and sample clock circuit are shown in FIGS. 19 and



20.

FIG. 19 is a timing diagram showing an input clock (CLKIN), a resulting sample clock (Sample_Clock), and

an "eye" pattern showing the timing of data to be sampled (DATA). DDR data moves at twice the clock rate, i.e.,

transitions in synchronism with both rising and falling edges of the clock CLKIN. As shown, a Sample_Clock can

provide quadrature clocks from the incoming clock so that the data may be sampled in the middle of the DATA "eye"

where the signal is greatest.

FIG. 20 is a block diagram of a digital delay circuit 2000 according to an embodiment. Digital delay circuit

2000 can include a control circuit 2029, a MUX 2031 , driver 2033, a coarse delay section 2035, a fine delay section

2037, an output driver 2039, and a time to digital converter (TDC) 2041 . Coarse and/or fine delay sections (2035,

2037) can take the form of any of those described herein, or equivalents.

By operation of control circuit 2029, a rising edge of the CLKIN signal is allowed through the MUX 2031 ,

where the coarse and then fine delay sections (2035, 2037) generate the quadrature clocks. In this particular design,

the digital delay circuit output (i.e., output of fine delay section 2037) can be fed back three times, under control of

control circuit 2029, to generate two sample edges that are 90 and 270 degrees out of phase with the incoming edge

of the clock (CLKIN). At each incoming clock edge, the TDC 2041 can measure a phase difference of the fourth

clock edge against the next incoming clock. Control circuit 2029 can then add or subtract fine delay (or coarse delay

if the fine delay is approaching the next coarse increment) to more closely approximate the frequency/phase of the

incoming clock, and better center the sample clock transitions at the desired position (e.g., 90 and 270 degrees).

FIG. 2 1 shows a fine delay line circuit 2 100 according to a very particular embodiment. A fine delay line

circuit 2100 can include a fine delay chain 2147 and fine delay control 2 157. A fine delay control 2157 can be a DAC

circuit that provides a p-channel body bias to the p-channel devices within delay chain 2147. In particular

embodiments, the body bias can be a forward body bias (FBB).

FIG. 2 1 shows a fine delay control 2 157 that includes a DAC implemented as various stages that each

include a p-channel transistor and an n-channel transistor (2101/21 03), but of different sizes. As is well understood,

such different sizes can correspond to binary bit, with the largest devices corresponding to a most significant bit. A

capacitor 2125 can be charged to generate a body bias voltage VBBP. Turning on p-channel devices 2 10 1 can

increase a body bias, while turning on n-channel devices 2103 can decrease a body bias.

In particular embodiments, a DAC can be centered for a fabrication process corner and/or temperature by

modifying the PMOS (21 0 1) selection. The NMOS selection (21 03) determines the body bias and resultant fine

delay. To initialize the range, all NMOS devices (21 03) can be turned on, and the PMOS devices (21 0 1) can be

selectively turned on to give a full FBB range (e.g., VDD - 0.5V). Then, the NMOS devices (2103) can be ½ turned

on, (e.g., binary 15 of 3 1) and extra inverters (not shown) can be set to center the timing in the coarse delay. Fine

tuning can be provided by increasing or decreasing the number of NMOS devices (21 03) that are turned on.

It understood that FIG. 2 1 shows but one implementation of a DAC circuit within a fine delay control,

alternate embodiments can include any suitable DAC circuits, as well as body bias node driver circuits, like that

shown in FIG. 18, or an equivalent.

FIG. 22A is a graph showing a fine tuning range of a PMOS forward body bias voltage (VBBP)

corresponding to a DAC setting (input value), for a fine delay line circuit like that of FIG. 2 1. In FIG. 22A, VDD can



be 1.2 V, thus the various biases show a forward body bias.

FIG. 22B shows a delay response corresponding to body bias voltage. In particular, FIG. 22B is a graph

showing delay for various inverter stages versus a p-channel body bias for DDC transistors. FIG. 22B includes one

set of responses for 10 stages ( 10 inversions) and one set of responses for five stages (5 inversions).

As shown by FIGS. 22A and 22B, responses can give a high degree of linearity to enable accurate setting

of a delay.

FIG. 23 is an embodiment of an additional design approach that can be used for sense amplifier 420 and

421 of FIG. 4. Sense amplifier block 420 can be connected to array_0 805 and sense amplifier block 421 to

ArrayJ 8 10 which can be DRAM arrays. Each DRAM array 805 and 8 10 contains multiple bit cells on each bit

line, as exemplified by bit cells 805-0 and 805-1 in Array_0(805). In this example, when cell 805-0 is being

accessed, W0 is enabled and W0* is held in the off state. As a result, the data in 805-0 will be read onto BITOa, while

BITOa* is not being driven by any selected bit cells, thus remaining at the Veq level provided by the precharge

operation of transistors 840 (a, b, and c) Sense amplifier 420 may be designed as a pair of cross-coupled sensing

portions typified by transistors 8 15, 820, 825 and 830, while sense amplifier 421 is made up of transistors 8 16, 821 ,

826 and 830. Transistors 820 and 830 are coupled to bit line BITOa* (801 ) and transistors 825 and 8 15 are coupled

to bit line BITOa (802). Transistors 821 and 831 are coupled to bit line BITOb* (803) and transistors 8 16 and 826 are

coupled to bit line BIT0b(804). Each of bit lines BITOa* (801 ) and BITOa (802) run between their respective sense

amplifier nodes and link there to a pass gate transistor to the global I/O lines, as well as equilibrium circuit region to

ultimately connect to the DRAM array. More specifically, bit line BITOa* (801 ) connects to pass gate device 1 826-1

and equilibrium circuit 835-0 and connecting to DRAM access transistor 805-1 . Bit line BITOa (802) connects to pass

gate device 2 826-0 and equilibrium circuit 835-0 and connecting to DRAM access transistor 805-0. Bit line BITOb*

(803) connects to pass gate device 1 827-1 and equilibrium circuit 836-0 and further connects to DRAM array

ArrayJ (81 0). Bit line BITOb (804) connects to pass gate device 2 827-0 and equilibrium circuit 836-0 and further

connects to DRAM array ArrayJ (81 0). Equilibrium circuit 835-0 contains equilibration transistors 840-a, 840-b,

and 840-c, which are driven by an equilibrium enable signal EQa to short bit lines BITOa and BITOa* to each other

and to equilibration voltage Veq . Equilibrium circuit 836-0 contains equilibration transistors 841-a, 841-b, and 841 -

c, which are driven by an equilibrium enable signal EQb to short bit lines BITOb and BITOb* to each other and to

equilibration voltage Veq Preferably, such dual sense-amplifier design is built in a single N-well supporting the p-

channels of each of sense amplifiers 420 and 421 . The p-wells for the two sense amplifiers are separated from each

other and also separated from the p-wells of the bit cell arrays. This allows the p-wells of the bit cell arrays to remain

fixed at their optimum voltages, as determined by the bit cell designs, while allowing either the p-well for sense amp

420 or the p-well for sense amp 421 to move individually to adjust Vt separately for sensing and low leakage data

retention, in an embodiment where the p-well is operated at two different voltages. In another embodiment, the n-

channel source voltages NLATa or NLATb can be varied individually to create substantially the same effect. In such

an embodiment, the p-well voltages will remain fixed, but preferably at a different bias point than the p-well voltages

of the bit cell arrays.

The embodiment at FIG 23 is but one example of a design by which sense amplifiers can be used for dual

purpose of sensing and data storage. After sensing, the sense amplifiers may be used as storage for ready access



of the data to the high bandwidth l/0's. In the sensing mode, a low or zero body bias can be used to facilitate fast

sensing and minimize mismatch. In the storage mode, a larger (more negative for NMOS and/or more positive for

PMOS) body bias can reduce leakage in the sense amplifiers when they are acting as storage latches in such a

buffer capacity.

Multiple well biases can also be advantageous in other contexts without there being a dual sensing

architecture. For instance, multiple well biases can be used when the sense amplifiers are in different memory

banks. In an embodiment, the sensing/storage transistors (for instance, as shown in Fig. 23 transistors 815, 820,

825, 830) may be in one well bias, e.g., for standby, while other devices, e.g., readout transistors (for instance, as

shown in Fig. 23 transistors 826-0, 826-1 ) may be in another well bias. This can be achieved by simply allocating the

devices in one sense amplifier to different P wells as in Fig. 23 (i.e., sense/storage in Vbb a, readout in Vbb b).

Effective operation of a dual purpose sense amplifier can be achieved by either applying source control or

by applying well control. In either case, if DDC transistors are used for at least some of the transistors for the sense

amplifier, then the DDC transistors can be targeted to operate with one threshold voltage, and applied body bias can

be used to modulate the threshold voltage to enable the DDC transistors to change from low-voltage, high sensitivity

devices for sensing, to low-leakage (higher threshold voltage) devices more amenable for data storage as latch

circuitry. The flexibility accorded by using DDC devices allows for applied body bias to set up a dual purpose

scheme, to enable a reduction in the number of transistors used for the sense amplifier block. Additionally, with the

scheme of achieving the body bias control by controlling either the source or the well, increased design options are

enabled due to the increased flexibility for layout schemes.

Referring to FIG. 24, a waveform diagram is shown to illustrate source-based bias control in NMOS to allow

for multiple-purpose, multiple threshold voltage devices. The clock Clk illustrates precharge, RAS (Row Access),

latch retention and CAS (Column access from the sense amp latch to the I/O lines) states. Power supply voltage

Vdd and ground Gnd (also referred to as Vss) are the two voltage states for the clock. The NMOS latch NLATa (see

FIG. 23) is brought up to the equilibrium voltage amount Veq during a precharge operation of the bitline. During a

RAS operation, it starts at the equilibration voltage Veq, and is switched to Vss when it is determined that the charge

has been fully transferred from the bit cell to the bit line. During latch retention mode, NLATa is brought up to a

retention voltage Vret which is a preselected voltage amount that allows the latch to retain the data, while minimizing

leakage. During a CAS (Column Access) operation, NLATa is brought down to ground Vss. P-channel common

node ACTa is held at equilibrium voltage Veq during precharge operation of the bitline, but is otherwise held at

power supply voltage Vdd for RAS, CAS, and latch retention operations. Bit lines BITOa and BITOa* start at Veq and

are moved up to Vdd and down to Vss respectively when sensing during the RAS operation. BITOa* which holds a

zero value in this embodiment is moved up to Vret approximately during latch retention phase, but is held at Vss

after RAS sensing and during a CAS access. At precharge, the two bit lines are driven to equilibrium voltage Veq.

The body bias applied voltage Vbba is shown in this example as being held at ground. The net result is that there is

zero body bias on the cross coupled n-channels in the sense amplifier during RAS and CAS accesses, where low

mismatch and high drive are required, but there is a net negative back bias during retention, due to the positive level

of Vret. The higher this voltage can be driven while reliably retaining data within all sense amp latches on the chip,

the lower the leakage power.



Referring to FIG. 25, a waveform diagram is shown to illustrate well-based bias control in NMOS to allow

for multiple-purpose, multiple-threshold voltage devices. The clock Clk illustrates precharge, RAS (Row Access),

latch retention, and CAS (Column access from the sense amp latch to the I/O lines) states. Power supply voltage

Vdd and ground Gnd (also referred to as Vss) are the two voltage states for the clock. During a precharge operation

of the bitline, Vbba is held at ground, maximizing drive of the precharge devices 840 (a, b, and c), During a RAS

operation, it is also at ground Vss, maximizing drive and minimizing mismatch of the cross-coupled NMOS devices.

During latch retention mode, Vbba is brought down to Vreverse, which is a preselected negative voltage amount

that allows the latch to retain the data, while minimizing leakage. During a CAS (Column Access) operation, Vbba is

also at ground Vss, maximizing drive and minimizing mismatch of the cross-coupled NMOS devices. P-channel

common node ACTa is held at equilibrium voltage Veq during precharge operation of the bitline, but is otherwise

held at power supply voltage Vdd for RAS, CAS, and latch retention operations. Bit lines BITOa and BITOa* start at

Veq and are moved up to Vdd and down to Vss respectively when sensing during the RAS operation. BITOa* is held

at Vss after RAS sensing and during a CAS access. At precharge, the two bit lines are driven to equilibrium voltage

Veq.. The body bias voltage Vbba is shown in this example to operate at Vss during RAS, CAS, and precharge

operations (maximizing drive of the cross-coupled NMOS devices as well as the precharge devices 840 (a, b, and c),

and is driven to negative voltage Vreverse during latch retention mode. The net result is that there is zero body bias

on the cross coupled n-channels in the sense amplifier during RAS and CAS accesses, where low mismatch and

high drive are required, but there is a net negative back bias during retention, due to the negative level of Vret. The

lower this voltage can be driven while reliably retaining data within all sense amp latches on the chip, the lower the

leakage power. Note that an additional possible step can be taken where the n-well voltage of the cross coupled p-

channels can also be raised during retention mode, with a triple well process (or using single or other well scheme),

to minimize the p-channel portion of leakage power.

While embodiments can include DRAM integrated circuit with a DRAM array and peripheral circuits

composed entirely of DDC transistors, alternate embodiments can include "hybrid" circuit implementations that use

both DDC transistors and legacy transistors. For example, in a "hybrid" embodiment, DRAM peripheral circuits can

include sense amplifiers that use conventional PMOS cross-couple transistors, and DDC NMOS cross-coupled

transistors. Alternative embodiments can use DDC transistors to implement one or more peripheral circuits and use

conventional MOSFETs to implement the other peripheral circuits. It is also noted that all of the embodiments and

methods described above can be advantageously used for DRAM arrays that used either an open bit line array

architecture or a folded bit line array architecture.

Embodiments can thus include DRAM integrated circuits and methods with DDC transistors having an

enhanced body coefficient as compared to conventional nanoscale devices. Thus, responses of DDC transistors

can vary over a wider range in response to changes in body bias voltages as compared to conventional MOSFET

transistors. More specifically, the enhanced body coefficient of the DDC transistor with body bias can allow a

broader range of ON-currents and OFF-current, as compared to the case where body bias voltage is applied to a

conventional device.

In addition, DDC transistors can have a better threshold voltage uniformity AVT, i.e., a lower V T than

conventional transistors. The lower VT can enable a lower minimum operating voltage (VDD) and a wider range of



available nominal values of VT.

The screening region of DDC transistors can enable effective body biasing for enhanced control of the

operating conditions of a device (e.g., transistor) or a group of devices to be set by controlling the applied body bias

voltage. In addition, different operating conditions can be set for devices or groups of devices as result of applying

different body bias voltages.

In one embodiment, the body bias voltage of the DRAM can be set to provide a target performance for the

DRAM arrays, with the same bias voltage applied to the peripheral circuits. In such embodiments, the screening

region doping concentration would be adjusted to provide a target performance of the DRAM sense amplifier when

the body bias voltage is applied to DDC transistors (i.e., the screening region doping concentration is set to provide a

target threshold voltage for DDC transistors in the DRAM sense amplifier based on the body bias of the array). The

screening region doping concentrations of the DDC transistors for the other DRAM peripheral circuits can also be

similarly adjusted to provide a target performance when the body bias voltage is applied to these circuits.

DRAM wafers and die supporting multiple transistor types, including those with and without the described

dopant layers and structures are contemplated. Integrated circuits that include the disclosed DRAM circuits, or are

manufactured in accordance with the disclosed processes or other processes, can be incorporated (e.g., embedded)

into chip products such as "systems on a chip" (SoC), advanced microprocessors, radio frequency, other types of

memory, and other die with one or more digital and analog transistor configurations, and are capable of supporting a

wide range of applications, including wireless telephones, communication products, "smart phones", embedded

computers, portable computers, personal computers, servers, and other electronic products. Body biasing can be

used to enable reduced power or higher performance operation of various integrated circuits including DRAM

integrated circuits. For instance, forward body bias (FBB) can be useful for particular devices, with the option of

removing the FBB when the devices are in a low power state.

It should be appreciated that in the foregoing description of exemplary embodiments of the invention, various

features of the invention are sometimes grouped together in a single embodiment, figure, or description thereof for the

purpose of streamlining the disclosure aiding in the understanding of one or more of the various inventive aspects. This

method of disclosure, however, is not to be interpreted as reflecting an intention that the claimed invention requires more

features than are expressly recited in each claim. Rather, as the following claims reflect, inventive aspects lie in less than

all features of a single foregoing disclosed embodiment. Thus, the claims following the detailed description are hereby

expressly incorporated into this detailed description, with each claim standing on its own as a separate embodiment of

this invention.

It is also understood that the embodiments of the invention may be practiced in the absence of an element

and/or step not specifically disclosed. That is, an inventive feature of the invention may be elimination of an

element.

Accordingly, while the various aspects of the particular embodiments set forth herein have been described

in detail, the present invention could be subject to various changes, substitutions, and alterations without departing

from the spirit and scope of the invention.



IN THE CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A dynamic random access memory (DRAM), comprising:

at least one DRAM cell array, comprising a plurality of DRAM cells, each including a

storage capacitor and access transistor;

a body bias control circuit configured to generate body bias voltage from a bias supply

voltage, the body bias voltage being different from a power supply voltage of the DRAM; and

peripheral circuits formed in the same substrate as the at least one DRAM array, the

peripheral circuits having at least one deeply depleted channel (DDC) transistor having a body

coupled to receive the body bias voltage, the DDC transistor having a screening region of a first

conductivity type formed below a substantially undoped channel region, the screening region having

a dopant concentration that is no less than 1 x 1018 dopant atoms/cm3 and that is different from a

dopant concentration of a substrate portion or well containing the DDC transistor.

2. The DRAM of claim 1, wherein:

the peripheral circuits comprise first DDC transistors and second DDC transistors of a

same conductivity type, the first DDC transistors having a different threshold voltage than the

second DDC transistors.

3. The DRAM of claim 1, wherein:

the peripheral circuits comprises a sense amplifier circuit coupled to the DRAM cell array,

and configured to sense data stored by the DRAM cells, the sense amplifier circuit comprising at

least a first matching pair of DDC transistors; wherein

the matching pair of DDC transistors have the same size and conductivity type.

The DRAM of claim 3,further including:

a latch circuit coupled to the sense amplifier.

5. The DRAM of claim 3, wherein:

the sense amplifier circuit comprises a second matching pair of DDC transistors of

second conductivity type, wherein the drains of the first matching pair of DDC transistors share

common sense nodes with the drains of the second matching pair of DDC transistors.

6. The DRAM of claim 4 , wherein:

the body bias is used to apply a body bias to at least some of the DDC transistors to

impart a change of device sufficient to place the sense amplifier into each of a sensing mode and

a data retention mode.



The DRAM of claim 6, wherein:

the body bias is used to calibrate fine delay to coarse delay in the sense amplifier.

The DRAM of claim 1, further including:

word line drivers configured to drive word lines the DRAM cell array;

a word line voltage regulator circuit configured to generate a word line drive voltage from

the bias supply voltage; and

a voltage clamp to clamp at least one bias voltage at a pre-selected operational state.

The DRAM of claim 1, wherein:

the peripheral circuits comprise a digital delay line circuit including at least a fine delay

circuit having a plurality of delay stages arranged in series, each delay stage including DDC

transistors; and

the body bias control circuit is a delay control circuit configured to apply different body

biases to the DDC transistors of the delay stages in response to a delay set value.

The DRAM of claim 9, wherein:

the body bias control circuit comprises a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and the delay

set value comprises a digital value input to the DAC.

The DRAM of claim 9, wherein:

the digital delay line further includes

a coarse delay circuit configured to introduce any of a plurality of coarse delays into an

input signal, and

the fine delay circuit introduces any of a plurality of fine delays into the input signal;

wherein

the coarse delays have a same duration, the fine delays have a same duration, and the

coarse delays consists of N fine delays, where N is an integer greater than one.

A dynamic random access memory (DRAM), comprising:

a DRAM core region formed in a substrate comprising access transistors and storage

capacitors; and

a deeply depleted channel (DDC) transistor region formed in the substrate comprising a

plurality of DDC transistors in regions separated by isolation structures, each DDC transistor having

a screening region of the first conductivity type formed below a substantially undoped channel

region, the screening region having a dopant concentration that is no less than 1 x 10 18 dopant

atoms/cm3 and that is different from a dopant concentration of a substrate or well portion containing



the DDC transistor.

The DRAM of claim 12, wherein:

the access transistors comprise recessed channel access transistors.

The DRAM of claim 12, wherein:

the DDC transistors include first DDC transistors and second DDC transistors of a same

conductivity type, the first DDC transistors having a different threshold voltage than the second

DDC transistors.

The DRAM of claim 14, wherein:

the threshold voltage difference between the first DDC transistors and second DDC

transistors arises from any selected from the group of: a difference in body bias voltage applied to

the first DDC transistors as compared to the second DDC transistors and a difference in screening

region dopant concentration of the first DDC transistors as compared to the second DDC

transistors.

The DRAM of claim 14, wherein:

each DDC transistor includes a threshold voltage (Vt) set region of the first conductivity

type formed above the screening region and below the substantially undoped channel region, the

Vt set region having a dopant concentration less than that of the screening region; wherein

the threshold voltage difference between the first DDC transistors and second DDC

transistors arises from a difference in the dopant concentration of the Vt set region of the first DDC

transistors as compared to that of the second DDC transistors.

The DRAM of claim 12, wherein:

the DDC transistors include first DDC transistors and second DDC transistors, the first

DDC transistors having bodies coupled to receive forward body bias, the second DDC transistors

having bodies coupled to receive a reverse body bias.

A method of fabricating a dynamic random access memory (DRAM), comprising:

forming screening regions in a substrate, the screening regions having a dopant

concentration that is no less than 1 x 10 8 dopant atoms/cm3;

forming an epitaxial layer on the substrate;

forming access transistors in a DRAM array region;

forming DDC transistors in a peripheral region that is different from the DRAM array

region, each DDC transistor including a gate, source and drain regions corresponding to the gate,

the source and drain regions being formed in at least the epitaxial layer and having a substantially



undoped channel therebetween, the substantially undoped channels being formed over a

screening region; and

forming storage capacitors coupled to the access transistors.

The method of claim 18, wherein:

forming the screening regions includes not forming the screening regions in the DRAM

array region;

forming the access transistors includes

forming channels in the DRAM array region that extend through the epitaxial layer

and into the substrate,

forming an access gate insulator on sides of the channels, and

forming access control gates within the channels.

The method of claim 18, further including:

forming conductive paths to bodies of the DDC transistors;

forming a voltage regulator circuit in the peripheral region configured to generate a

bias voltage for application to bodies of the DDC transistors via the conductive paths.
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